Reuse and Recycle

Donate your unwanted electronics.

Reusable equipment will be refurbished by Kramden Institute and distributed to families in need.

Saturday, September 7
8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
University Place
Parking Lot @ Willow Drive
201 S. Estes Drive
Chapel Hill

Donations are tax-deductible.

Items Accepted for Donation
Desktop computers • Laptop computers • LCD monitors • Peripherals (mice, keyboard, hard drives, RAM, flash drivers, power cords, VGA cables) • Servers • Enterprise networking equipment • Tablets • Cellphones • Any age/make/condition

Items We Do Not Accept
CRT monitors • Printers • Scanners • Shredders • Stereo speakers • Household appliances • Consumer electronics • Lamps or bulbs

Data security
Every hard drive that can be reused goes through software wiping protocol. Hard drives that are too old or fail hardware tests will be physically destroyed through an R2-certified recycler.